TOOLS AND TIPS FOR GREENER OFFICE ICT
Information and Communications
Technology (ICT), including the
operation of PCs, laptops, servers,
photocopiers and phones can
account for up to 65% of an
office’s total energy use.
The good news is, there are plenty
of opportunities to dramatically
reduce emissions and cut energy
bills when it comes to ICT.

Here is a wrap up of the tools, tips
and next steps from our CitySwitch
green ICT challenge that you can
implement in your own office.
Share them with your colleagues
and start the conversation with your
ICT department to find out how
the organisation can work together
to achieve greater energy and cost
savings.

Onsite server room
The onsite ICT server room is an energy devouring
monster – it chews up to 50 times more energy than
a similarly sized office space will use.
Little things make a big difference. Review the setup of
your facility across these areas to identity opportunities for
efficiency improvements:
• ventilation & cooling
• power supply & backup systems
• the actual ICT function, data storage & application
Simple improvements here can deliver energy savings up to
a whopping 50%.

SOME SIMPLE STEPS TO IMPROVE SERVER ROOM EFFICIENCY:
Ventilation & Cooling:
1. Adjust settings - servers can operate efficiently with uptime at temperatures in the
mid-20s and humidity between 20-80%.
2. Organise server racks into hot and cold aisles to prevent the mixing of hot and
cold air and minimise hot spots.
3. Install variable speed fan drives in the air conditioning system to better accommodate
changing cooling loads.
Power use and supply:
1. Minimise lighting levels and install sensors.
2. Reduce unnecessary power consumption by removing idle resources.
3. Replace and update old equipment.

Join Australia’s forward
thinking business leaders and
take control of your carbon
impact by improving office
energy and waste efficiency.

IT function, data storage and application:
1. Remove duplicate data to consolidate storage requirements.
2. Apply virtualisation software for control of server activity and to
maximise utilisation.
More info:
Greening your Information and Communication Technology (ICT)
NABERS Energy Management Guide for Tenants
Sustainability Victoria Best Practice Guide Data Centre and IT Facilities
ASHARE best practices for data centres

General office equipment
A lot of equipment like your photocopiers, printers and teleconferencing facilities sit
around quietly consuming 20% of your office energy bill, while hardly being used – they
are often only active for 1% of the time. Lazy things.
General office equipment that is run efficiently results in many benefits including reduced energy costs,
carbon emissions and cooling requirements and longer useful life of equipment.
Instead of using a separate printer, photocopier and scanner, use an MFD, or multifunctional device that
is shared by a large number of staff. It’ll do everything you need it to and improve air quality and reduce
energy use. Plus instead of having a printer in easy reach, you get to stretch your legs while you pick up
a document, and flash a cheeky wave to a friend. It’s win win.

HOW TO GET THE MOST OUT OF YOUR OFFICE EQUIPMENT AND IMPROVE EFFICIENCY:
1. Conduct an audit to establish your equipment and how much energy it uses. You can either use a CitySwitch audit toolkit to assist
you or use an external provider.
2. Make ENERGY STAR compliance a requirement of your procurement policy and check that the low power features are enabled.
3. Consolidate separate, smaller equipment into Multifunctional Devices (MFDs) which can do a number of tasks such as print, fax,
photocopy and scan. While this is of course more energy efficient, MFDs also improve the quality of the air indoors and help you to
be more active throughout the day by prompting you to leave your workstation.
4. A user’s print job can be held on a server and printed on any device. “Follow me” or “Pull” printing technology reduces the operation
time and eliminates unnecessary printing that goes straight to recycling.
5. Double sided, black and white settings should be enabled on MFDs as default. This will not only save paper but will lessen the
printer’s use and reduce energy consumption.
6. All office equipment should be cleaned, maintained and serviced to ensure it works properly and efficiently.
More info:
Greening your Information and Communication Technology (ICT)
CitySwitch Equipment Audit

Power management
Switch off! You get to rest at night and on weekends, so let your computer do the same.
Screensavers are also a trick, and actually use a whole lot of energy.
Equipment operating continuously without a sleep mode consumes around 70% of its power when
you’re not actually using the device.
An inactive device is sneakily sucking down energy. But don’t worry, the solution is really, really easy: turn
off your equipment!
Instead of costing you $90 a year to run, a standard desktop computer switched off out-of-hours
and with standby features enabled will cost just $20. Plus it will dramatically prolong the life of your
equipment.

SOME SIMPLE STEPS TO BETTER MANAGE YOUR ICT ENERGY USE:
1. Switch off! Use a CitySwitch toolkit to find out how to establish regular switch-off campaigns which are a simple, low-cost approach
to reducing energy consumption.
2. Check equipment settings - settings that enter equipment into low power mode after no longer than 10 minutes of inactivity are
considered best practice and will save considerably more energy.
3. Install plug-in seven day timers that auto switch-off equipment overnight and on weekends.
4. When reviewing products consider ENERGY STAR, because its equipment has power management features installed and ready to
enable.
More info:
Greening your Information and Communication Technology (ICT)
CitySwitch Switch-Off toolkit
ENERGY STAR

Offsite data services
Outsourcing could be the answer for your data. A study by Accenture, Microsoft and WSP
Environment & Energy found that a shared cloud service can reduce energy use and
emissions by more than 90%.
Do what’s right for your company. When you’re deciding whether to go off-site with your data processing
and storage, really think about the energy efficiency and environmental impact as part of the decision
making process.
Outsourcing means moving carbon emissions from Scope 2 to Scope 3, however they should also
be substantially lower emissions intensity than your onsite facility and have a better power usage
effectiveness (PUE) score. A specialist provider will most likely be running shared servers and facilities
at optimal conditions which is more energy efficient and economical.

IN CHOOSING AN OFFSITE DATA PROVIDER CONSIDER WHETHER THEY:
1. Are carbon neutral (to what scope or standard).
2. Use NABERS Energy for data centres to track and model their consumption (if based in Australia). Aim for a 4 star rating.
3. Have a PUE (Power Usage Effectiveness) score. An ideal PUE is 1.0.
4. Actively manage their energy use and have a good track record.
5. Have energy efficiency targets and ensure your rack set up is as efficient as possible.
6. Are certified to ISO 14001 Environmental Management Systems.
More info:
Greening your Information and Communication Technology (ICT)
NABERS Energy for data centres
What’s PUE – Green ICT eBook

Workstation
Don’t choose the standard old desktop set up with hard drive, monitor and keyboard.
Choose a laptop instead – they reduce energy usage by up to 90%!
Now you might be thinking that the energy and carbon savings from a single laptop doesn’t add up to
much. But multiply the savings by stacks of devices across a large organisation. The result is massive!
Don’t forget that laptops and thin clients too (which don’t have fans or hard drives) reduce heat loads
and therefore cooling costs. So you will be saving even more than you first thought.

HOW TO CREATE A MORE EFFICIENT WORKSTATION SETUP:
1. When the next procurement opportunity arises, switch to laptops or thin clients.
2. Make ENERGY STAR compliance a requirement of your procurement policy.
3. Eliminate screen savers all together—they can use more energy than when the computer is active!
4. Consider an automated switch off or a workstation ‘green switch’—a multi-plug device into which any equipment can be plugged,
typically computers and monitors, and can be turned off by an easily accessible master switch at each workstation.
More info:
Greening your Information and Communication Technology (ICT)
Green ICT eBook
WT Sustainability case study

Mobile devices
Laptops and tablets create huge reductions in energy demand for an office, but that isn’t
just it – they also create flexibility and mobility that can improve staff productivity.
So you’ve got a great team full of great people. Mobile devices help them collaborate. When you can
work from anywhere, you can work with anyone, on anything, instead of being fixed to a permanent
location within an office. You can even work in a client’s location. Combine this kind of flexibility with an
Activity Based Working environment and you’ll see drastic reductions in overall energy demand. Not to
mention a much happier team.

TO ACHIEVE THE FULL BENEFITS OF MOBILE DEVICES:
1. Discourage printing to paper. Circulate meeting papers in advance and ask attendees to bring a mobile device to the meeting to
view them instead of printing. You can also read your presentation notes directly from a device instead of printing.
2. Enable a WiFi environment in the office.
3. Consider setting up an Activity Based Working environment when you next move or refit your office.
4. Implement a bring-your-own-device (BYOD) policy which enables staff to access mail, calendar and work documents from their
own phones, laptops and tablets. This will substantially reduce the number of devices you need to purchase, power and dispose of at
end-of-life.
More info:
Greening your Information and Communication Technology (ICT)
Green ICT eBook

E-waste
The e-waste stream is growing at over three times the rate of general waste, and sadly
some of it still ends up in landfill.
We all know how rapidly technology leaps forward. These days ICT products become technologically
redundant before they’re physically redundant. Unless recycled, non-renewable resources are lost and
the environment is exposed to hazardous materials.
But don’t worry: recycling doesn’t require any extra spending when using recycling suppliers and
services. Additionally, ICT assets can often be on-sold or refurbished for new markets as well as given
to charity.

RECYCLING AND REUSE OPTIONS:
1. Install recycling infrastructure for mobile devices, cables, batteries, toners, ink cartridges and ICT equipment.
2. Ask recycling service providers for their certification. They should have ISO 14001 Environmental Management Standard for
Electronic Waste Management Services certification as a minimum so you can be assured your e-waste is being recycled correctly.
3. Use suppliers listed as signatories to the National Packaging Covenant to re-use and recycle ICT packaging.
4. Consider gifting usable ICT equipment in good condition to charities. However also check these organisations have e-waste
recycling processes in place too for the equipment’s final end-of-life.
More info:
Greening your Information and Communication Technology (ICT)
EcoActive
TechCollect
National Packaging Covenant
Planet Ark Business Recycling

This is just one of the many great
resources and services CitySwitch
offers.
Explore our resources hub at cityswitch.net.au/resources for
more practical information, toolkits and case studies to
help improve the environmental performance of your office.
Contact your program manager to join the free CitySwitch
program today cityswitch.net.au/contact

Get involved today, visit: www.cityswitch.net.au

